YOUnerversity Deal Challenge

Now entering its twelfth year, the Duff & Phelps YOUnerversity Deal Challenge engages teams of college students from around the world to hone a broad range of skills, including mergers and acquisitions advisory, transaction opinions, dispute consulting and valuation advisory.

An exciting opportunity for both 1st and 2nd year Bachelors students to work together in either teams of two or three to solve a complex transaction similar to one that Duff & Phelps has worked on in the past. Participants apply technical reasoning and critical thinking throughout key stages of the deal-making process. In the end, participants have a stronger perspective on how a deal comes together, as well as many problems that must be overcome throughout the process.

Finalist teams present their solution to a group of Duff & Phelps experts and nationally recognized professors. All finalist team members win substantial scholarships.

In addition, all regional winners will attend the international finals in London so YOU may get to compete internationally!

For rules and regulations, examples of previous cases, and to register your team today, sign-up at: https://careers.duffandphelps.jobs/youniversity

For questions or to be added to our mailing list, contact: YOUNiversity@duffandphelps.com
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